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Title: Reflective Practice 
Lecturer: Robert Tully 
Programme and year on which assessment was offered 
BSc Product Design, Year 4 
Description 
This project is for students to communicate through a Design Manifesto, where they are 
in relation to design. It is a reflective piece of work in any medium, with 
recommendations to consider video/dance/music. One of the students wrote, recorded 
and performed a song on video about design, some make cartoons, magazines etc.. 
They are put up on Vimeo or YouTube, DIT are populating Design Manifesto on 
YouTube. 
This project sits within a Professional Practice Module and must be a piece of work that 
can be displayed professionally and should be focussed on adequate reflection. Final 
presentation is to the class plus 3rd years. However, this is not a critique. 
Why did you use this Assessment? 
The project is based around reflection and reflective practice, which in 4th year there is 
not much time to do. It is a very personal view of how they view design. 
Why did you change to this form of assessment? 
The standard descriptors were previously used, however changed what was required to 
more reflective descriptors. This emerged from the lecturer’s research in the LTTC. The 
assessment does not focus on the medium used by the student, but on the reflection. 
How do you give feedback to students? 
Non critical feedback is given, comments such as “here are some flaws”, “you didn’t do 
this”. There is a final tutorial at the end of the module to give feedback. 
What have you found are the advantages of using this form of 
assessment?  
 Clear criteria on what students are being marked on 
 Clear objectives 
 Self-evident to students why they get that mark 
What have you found are the dis-advantages of using this form 
of assessment? 
 Could be argued to be subjective 
 BSc marking schemes are explicit 
If another lecturer was using this assessment method would you 
have any tips for them? 
 Definitive descriptors 
Do you have any feedback from students about this 
assessment? 
New model used this year, so no feedback as yet, however lowest mark this year likely 
to be 70%. 
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